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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Over the past two decades, there has been increased attention towards the management 
of congestion by means of pricing strategies such as the use of toll roads. This is in contrast 
with earlier efforts, which were mainly focused on capacity enhancement measures. Toll 
project design and pricing strategies are generally developed using conventional four-
step modeling processes and other long-term transportation planning assessments. The 
outcomes of such priori modeling, however, may be entirely different from what is observed 
in the real world. In other words, the long-term impact of such transportation projects is 
very difficult to capture from the conventional traffic forecasting models and assessments. 
Therefore, empirical research is warranted to analyze and understand how well these 
facilities may operate, over time, through various performance evaluation benchmarks. This 
research is, therefore, carried out to evaluate the efficacy of toll roads in reducing travel time 
and improving travel time reliability on links (segments of a road which are defined based 
on the unique identification code named Traffic message channel, TMC) within its vicinity, 
using data for the Triangle Expressway in Raleigh, NC, USA. The objective of this research 
is to develop a systematic analytical framework to evaluate the effect of toll roads on region’s 
traffic using measures of travel time and travel time reliability, over space and time.
Travel time-based analysis over space quantifies how the effectiveness changes as we 
get further from the toll road. Likewise, travel time-based performance evaluation over 
time evaluates how the effectiveness varies over time since initiation of the toll in the 
Triangle Expressway. The raw data for this research, which contains travel time, average 
speed, and reference speed, for each link, all categorized by time-of-the-day and by 
day-of-the-week, was obtained from the Regional Integrated Transportation Information 
System (RITIS) database. The data corresponding to each link is coded with a single 
unique identification code, referred to as TMC ID.
The data processing was carried out at two levels. At the primary level, geospatially-based 
TMC/link identification was carried out, followed at the secondary level by the development 
of travel time reliability indices. ArcGIS was used to identify the links in the toll road vicinity.
The variables of interest were average travel time (ATT), 95th percentile travel time (PT), 
buffer time (BT), and the buffer time index (BTI). Each was computed for each link and 
classified by day-of-the-week and by time-of-the-day. Data was analyzed only for typical 
peak hours of weekday traffic and weekend traffic (7:00 a.m.–8:00 a.m., 12:00 p.m.–1:00 
p.m., 5:00 p.m.–6:00 p.m., and 8:00 p.m.–9:00 p.m.). The travel time reliability of the
toll road, parallel alternate road, and cross-street were all studied both at the individual-
link level and at the corridor level, for different phases of toll road construction and
operation (Phase 1, Phase 2 , and Phase 3), and then over the years of toll operation
post-construction (2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017). The link-level analysis gives a
clear picture of the travel time variations at the level of individual segments of road, while
corridor-level analysis quantifies the overall effect of the toll road on travel time reliability
measures for the selected corridors. Finally, the statistical significance of the change in
travel time performance measures was evaluated using a one-tail paired t-test; the analysis
was performed at a 95% confidence level.
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During different phases of the Triangle Expressway’s operation, for links on the parallel 
alternate road (NC 55), the measures of travel time reliability (BT and BTI) improved after 
each phase of the operation. As BT and BTI indicate the extra time for a trip needed to 
account for unexpected delays, the downwards trend can be considered as a positive effect 
of the Triangle Expressway on the region’s traffic. There was also a notable decrease in 
traffic volumes along the parallel alternate road during and following the construction of 
the toll road. This result is in accord with the Triangle Expressway project’s purpose, which 
was to mitigate congestion on the parallel alternate road (NC 55).
The study results indicate a positive trend in reliability over the years of operation of the 
Triangle Expressway. Along the Triangle Expressway, even though there was a decrease 
in travel time immediately after the speed limit change in 2014, an increase in travel time 
reliability measures was observed at the same time. Along the parallel alternate road, NC 
55, travel time reliability reduced significantly over the whole analysis period, while for 
the cross-streets, travel time reliability remained more or less the same. The stabilization 
of travel time distributions and the improvement in reliability measures by 2017 are good 
indicators, suggesting that further worsening in performance measures may not be 
expected on the toll road or in the near-vicinity corridors.
The Triangle Expressway is a six-lane divided road. From the analysis, it is evident that 
the high capacity of the Triangle Expressway makes it capable of coping with higher traffic 
volumes than its present volume at the time of this writing. The nearby Research Triangle 
Park is one of the dominant locations for employment in the study region. Therefore, 
the parallel alternate road (NC 55) also competes and provides access to the Research 
Triangle Park in addition to the Triangle Expressway. Growing land use developments 
around the parallel alternate road can also be a factor for the increase in the peak hour 
travel demand.
The effects of large-scale transportation projects can vary spatially and temporally. The 
analysis in this research of cross-streets at varying distances from the Expressway, and 
during different years of the toll road operation, substantiated the geospatial and temporal 
influence on the effects of the toll on travel times.
Traffic volume analysis based on the AADT data obtained from the NCDOT showed a 
significant increase in traffic volume through the Triangle Expressway over the whole 
study period. It is plausible that most of the new traffic was attracted by the toll road, in 
which case the toll project can be viewed as a success.
Overall, this research demonstrates the value of quantitatively assessing large-scale 
transportation projects like toll roads over the years of their operation, and further such 
research is recommended. The study results and methodology illustrated in this research 
provide useful insights into the practices and policies currently used for the evaluation 
of large-scale transportation projects. Considering the change in land use patterns and 
traffic volumes after the implementation of the toll road may provide a better picture of the 
intensity and outcomes of long-term transportation projects.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Population growth, technological advancements, increase in average life expectancy, the 
availability of newer and more fuel-efficient vehicles, and the growth of urban sprawl, have 
led to a meteoric rise in travel demand over the past two decades. Findings published 
by the Texas Transportation Institute (TTI), in 2015, have revealed that congestion cost 
in the United States is growing at an accelerating rate. They estimated that, in 2014, 
traffic congestion incurred 6.9 billion hours of extra travel time and 3.1 billion gallons of 
extra wasted fuel in the United States alone. Notably, the above figures correspond to 
approximately $160 billion in congestion costs during 2014, whereas the congestion costs 
were approximately $42 billion in 1982 and $114 billion in 2000 (values in constant 2014 
dollars) in the United States.1
There is little government funding available for new roads or for increasing the capacity 
of existing roads due to budget constraints and the need to maintain already-existing and 
aging road infrastructure. An emerging trend is to construct toll roads or express lanes, 
through public-private partnerships (PPP), to effectively manage the road infrastructure and 
reduce congestion on urban roads. These strategies are aimed at reducing the demand 
for transportation on congested corridors, by segregating motorists based on their valuing 
of time and on their need for travel.
The Triangle Expressway was constructed by the North Carolina Turnpike Authority (NCTA), 
a unit of the North Carolina Department of Transportation (NCDOT), in order to improve 
commuter mobility, accessibility, and connectivity to western Wake County and the Research 
Triangle, while reducing congestion on the existing north-south routes that serve the Triangle 
Region, primarily NC 55 and NC 54. The project’s cost was just over $1 billion and is the 
single largest transportation infrastructure project in North Carolina history.2 
The Triangle Expressway was constructed and opened for access in three phases. The 
first phase, which connected NC 540 between NC 55 and NC 54, opened in December 
2011, with toll collection beginning on January 3, 2012. The second and third phases of 
construction of the Triangle Expressway were completed in August 2012 and December 
2012, respectively; they connected NC 540 between NC 54 and NC 55 Bypass in Holly 
Springs, with the tolling operations for the second and third phases beginning on August 2, 
2012 and January 2, 2013, respectively. Overall, the Triangle Expressway is an 18-mile long 
toll road in the Triangle Region. A map of the Triangle Expressway is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Triangle Expressway Map View 
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Decisions to implement transportation projects such as toll roads and express lanes are 
generally made through the use of regional travel demand forecasting models and long-
range transportation planning. It is also important, however, to empirically monitor and 
evaluate the effectiveness of toll roads in mitigating traffic congestion and in improving 
travel times, after the implementation. In this research, the effect of the toll road on travel 
time reliability of the links adjacent to the toll road was analyzed for distinct periods: 
before construction; during Phase 1 construction; during Phase 2 construction; and, 
after opening the toll road for complete service, over different years of toll road operation.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
At present, there are gaps in research related to the performance evaluation of toll roads. 
There is no effective or widely accepted methodology for evaluating the performance, 
based on travel time or travel-time reliability indices, of a toll road and roads in its 
vicinity. Furthermore, the majority of the research which has been done in the past has 
neglected the spatial and temporal effects of large-scale transportation projects on the 
region’s traffic and system performance. Given this background context, the present 
research aims to evaluate the efficacy of toll roads in reducing travel time and improving 
travel time reliability on links within its vicinity, using data for the Triangle Expressway in 
Raleigh, NC, USA. 
The purpose of this research is to develop a systematic analytical framework to evaluate 
the effect of toll roads on the region’s traffic using travel time and travel time reliability 
measures, over space and time, and then to use that framework to evaluate the Triangle 
Expressway. The travel time reliability-based performance evaluation methodology 
outlined in this research report will be a useful tool for practitioners to use in comparing 
the performance or efficiency of other toll roads/managed lane facilities over years of 
their operation.
RESEARCH OBJECTIVES
The objectives of this research are:
1. to collect available data on travel times and traffic counts, and to evaluate the ef-
fectiveness of a toll road in reducing travel time and improving travel time reliability 
on links within its vicinity; and
2. to examine the spatial and temporal dependence of the effects of the toll road within 
its vicinity.
ORGANIZATION OF THE REPORT
The rest of the report is comprised of seven chapters. Chapter 2 summarizes literature 
related to the performance evaluation of large scale transportation projects, including toll 
roads. Chapter 3 discussed the data collection and data processing methods adopted for 
this study. Chapter 4 provides a comprehensive framework adopted for developing travel 
time distributions and reliability measures. Chapter 5 discusses the efficacy of toll roads 
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in reducing travel time and improving travel time reliability on links within its vicinity during 
different phases of toll road construction and operation. Chapter 6 discusses temporal 
variations in the effect of toll roads on travel time reliability over time, over different years 
of toll operation. Lastly, Chapter 7 presents the conclusions from this research.
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Congestion pricing, also known as variable tolling, is an active policy in the field of traffic 
congestion management, which focuses on managing transportation demand.3 Congestion 
pricing strategy is based in the ‘marginal cost pricing’ principle of economics.4 In the 
context of traffic, this is a pricing strategy aimed at minimizing the total cost of travel over 
all travelers together, by charging each traveler a fee equal to the dollar-value-equivalent 
cost of the incremental delay levied by the traveler on other travelers. By keeping a higher 
traveler fee during the peak period, some travelers could be disincentivized from making 
less-important trips during peak hours, incentivized to defer them, or incentivized to follow 
alternate routes. 
Many researchers have considered road pricing to be an effective strategy for reducing road 
traffic congestion.5 The decisions to implement pricing strategies are usually made using 
regional travel demand forecasting models and long-term transportation planning process. 
Anomalies associated with such model outcomes are mainly related to their theoretical and 
empirical limitations in real-world applications6 and to the difficulty of predicting travelers’ 
behavioral responses to tolls.7 In light of these problems, some researchers have studied 
the possibility of incorporating Macroscopic Fundamental Diagrams (MFDs) to model 
congestion reduction and the travel time savings as a function of the amount of toll paid. 8
The results of theoretical modeling and analysis of pricing strategies are not, however, 
guaranteed to correspond to reality, and indeed sometimes they do not. Some researchers 
have discussed anomalies associated with the traffic forecast and actual traffic on toll 
roads.9 Li and Hensher assessed the error in toll road traffic forecast by considering 
various toll roads in Australia.10 Study results indicated an average error of 45% in traffic 
forecast on the Hills M2 Motorway, the Westlink M7, Cross City Tunnel, and the Eastlink. 
Welde discussed the risk associated with the inaccurate forecast of traffic based on the 
Norwegian toll projects evaluation.11 As the success of a toll road project is highly dependent 
on actual performance, rather than on merely predicted performance, it is important that 
the actual performance of toll roads be monitored and evaluated over a range of years 
of operation.12 As more of these toll facilities are planned and constructed in the United 
States, it is essential for agencies to analyze, understand and evaluate how these facilities 
may operate over time through.
One of the general measures of transportation project performance is cost-benefit 
analysis.13 Monetary benefits of the toll road have also been reviewed by Oh et al.14 They 
discussed road pricing, revenue generation, and the cost associated with the toll road 
project. Anas and Lindsey analyzed road pricing theory and available policy options based 
on policy outcomes from Singapore, London, Stockholm, and Milan.15 They evaluated the 
potential benefits of toll projects in light of the benefits and costs, the availability of public 
transportation, and public acceptance. Chi et al. (2017) studied various methods of toll 
road evaluation based on the research purpose like revenue risk exposure, benefits and 
costs, traffic forecasts, public interest on toll roads, road pricing theory, etc.16 Their study 
also includes and summarizes a comprehensive list of previous research on assessment 
of toll road projects. 
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DeCorla-Souza compared various pricing alternatives, or toll options, with traditional 
free highway alternatives, using the data from the Capital Beltway project.17 His research 
employed the Spreadsheet Model for Induced Travel Estimation (SMITE) from the Federal 
Highway Administration (FHWA). The benefits associated with the pricing strategies were 
evaluated based on various indicators, including delay reduction, toll revenue, transit 
subsidy, and user benefits. The results from his research indicated that pricing alternatives 
are much efficient and effective than conventional alternatives that do not use tolls. 
The National Highway Cooperative Research Program (NCHRP) report entitled “Guidebook 
for Assessing the Social and Economic Effects of Transportation Projects” illustrates 
various methods, tools, and techniques for the assessment of transportation projects 
based on the social and economic implications to the communities.18 This document 
has provided the effects of transportation projects for two categories; the transportation 
system effects and the social and economic effects. Transportation effects include effects 
on travel time benefits, safety, vehicle operating cost and choice of mode of travel, while 
economic effects include effects on community cohesion, economic development, traffic 
noise, and visual quality.
Kalmanje and Kockelman studied the effect of the toll road on socio-economic and traffic 
characteristics in Texas.19 They have conducted a before-after toll road comparison of 
volume to capacity ratio (v/c), vehicle miles traveled (VMT), vehicle hours traveled (VHT), 
and the average speed in the study area. The findings from their study indicate that 
congestion reduction was concentrated within a mile neighborhood of the toll road. 
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION: TRAVEL TIME RELIABILITY
Performance evaluation is critical to the success of long-term transportation projects, 
especially at the beginning of their operation. The majority of transportation projects 
are mainly aimed at achieving congestion reduction. A comprehensive list of various 
traffic performance measures is summarized in the NCHRP report on “Evaluation and 
Performance Measurement of Congestion Pricing Projects.”20 This report lists various 
measures of traffic performance: speed and travel time; traffic volume; VMT; congestion; 
mode share; vehicle occupancy; and bike/pedestrian counts.
In recent times, due to the increased availability of traffic data from various sources, 
researchers have expanded the metrics for highway performance from static measures 
to include travel time-based measures. In addition, improving travel time or saving travel 
time can be considered as the first derived benefit of a toll road project. While discussing 
the improvement in travel time, the reduced variability in travel time must also come 
into consideration. High variability in travel time equates to a less-reliable transportation 
system,21 and demands that travelers include additional time or extra time on their daily 
trips to ensure on-time arrival.22 
Researchers have begun to realize the benefits of travel time reliability-based performance 
evaluation over traditional methods which only evaluate average travel time (ATT). Travel 
time reliability has been called as “an important measure of service quality for travelers,”23 
and has been used to measure the operational performance of arterial streets.24 Various 
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types of reliability measures exist: buffer measures; statistical measures; and delayed trip 
indicators. A report from the FHWA has stated that the most effective measures of travel 
time reliability are: the Planning Time, defined as the 95th percentile travel time (PT); the 
Buffer Time (BT), defined as the difference between PT and ATT; and the Buffer Time 
Index (BTI), defined as the ratio of BT to ATT.25 
Wakabayashi and Matsumoto performed a comparative assessment of various travel 
time reliability measures for performance evaluation.26 According to their findings, the 
combination of ATT and an appropriate travel time reliability index is important for assessing 
the travel time reliability of a route from the user and operator perspective. Goodin et 
al. proposed BTI and another measure, the Planning Time Index (PTI), defined as the 
ratio of PT to free-flow travel time for the performance evaluation of managed lanes.27 
Likewise, Pulugurtha et al. suggested BTI and PTI for comparing the road links/corridor 
performance.28 Reliability measures such as BT and PT can be used to compare the 
conditions of a road before and after a transportation project.29 The effect of transportation 
projects can also be quantified using ATT and BT.30 
A summary of travel time reliability measures that can be used for the toll road and near 
vicinity corridor performance evaluation based on past research is presented in Table 1. 
Table 1. Travel Time System Performance Measures
Index Formula
Buffer Time (BT) TT95−TTAvg
Buffer Time Index (BTI)                TT95−TTAvg ×100
                TTAvg
Planning Time (PT) TT95
Planning Time Index(PTI) TT95/Free flow travel time
LIMITATIONS OF PREVIOUS RESEARCH
Toll road projects are mainly aimed at reducing the demand for transportation on congested 
corridors, by segregating travelers based on their valuing of time and their need for travel. 
The success of toll projects depends on the fact that drivers value both their time and 
their money that these values are commensurable, and that drivers make their driving 
decisions by comparing these values. However, this is a challenge for transportation 
planners, because based on the pricing, travelers are free to decide whether to use the 
toll road or not.. Decisions whether to implement toll roads and express toll lanes, and 
on how to price them, are made through the use of regional travel demand forecasting 
models and long-term transportation planning process. Since there is no guarantee that 
real-world results will conform to the projections of such studies, the effectiveness of toll 
roads in mitigating traffic congestion and improving travel time needs to be monitored and 
evaluated frequently after the implementation. The spatial and temporal variations in travel 
demand along the region’s traffic network after the deployment of toll roads should also be 
considered in the performance evaluation process.
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Presently, while considering the effectiveness of toll roads, there are many research 
gaps related to the performance evaluation based on the far fewer research work. To 
date, there are no effective travel time reliability measures (existing measures) proposed 
for the assessment of the performance of long-term transportation projects like express 
lanes and toll lanes. The majority of research has neglected the spatial and temporal 
dependence of large-scale transportation projects’ effects on the region’s traffic and 
system performance. Therefore, the main objective of this research is to develop a 
systemic analytical framework to evaluate the effect of toll roads on region’s traffic using 
travel time and travel time reliability measures, over space (proximity to the toll road) 
and time (years of toll road operation).
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III. STUDY AREA, DATA COLLECTION, AND DATA 
PROCESSING 
This chapter presents the study area and the data collection and data processing methods 
for this research.
STUDY AREA 
The Triangle Expressway is the first expressway in the state of North Carolina, United States 
to employ all-electronic tolling technology. The Triangle Expressway was constructed to 
relieve congestion on NC 55 (a parallel alternate road) while improving access to the 
Research Triangle Park.31 It is an 18.8-mile long toll road that extends the partially complete 
“Outer Loop” around the greater Raleigh, North Carolina area from I 40 to NC 55 Bypass. 
The Triangle Expressway was constructed in three different phases. Phase 1 was a 
Greenfield project that extended from NC 147 (Durham Freeway) south to meet NC 540, 
which at the time terminated right at NC 54. The segment constructed during Phase 
1, the NC 147 portion, is referred to as the Triangle Parkway. The next two segments, 
constructed during Phase 2 and Phase 3, cut through all the way down to Holly Springs 
and are together referred to as the Western Wake Parkway. The construction of all three 
segments began at the same time, in August of 2009. Details about different phases of 
construction of the Triangle Expressway are summarized in Table 2. 
Table 2. Different Phases of the Triangle Expressway Construction
Phase/details Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3
Construction Began August 2009 August 2009 August 2009
Road Opened December 2011 August 2012 December 2012
Toll Began January 2012 August 2012 January 2013
Connects Toll NC 540 between NC 55 and NC 54
Toll NC 540 between NC 
54 and US 64 in Apex
Toll NC 540 between US 64 in Apex 
to NC 55 Bypass in Holly Springs
It is assumed that the spatial and temporal effects of toll roads can be effectively captured 
by analyzing travel time variations on the toll road and in other nearby corridors. To avoid 
the toll expense, people may choose to travel on alternative routes too. Thus, the parallel 
alternate road NC 55 is also included in the travel time reliability assessment. It is assumed 
that the effect of toll roads would be mainly concentrated within 2-mile vicinity of the toll 
road. The major cross-streets, US-1 and US-64, are connecting toll road and the parallel 
alternate route (Figure 1). Hence, there would be a change in travel time reliability in these 
connecting segments. Also, the effect of the toll road on near vicinity traffic will be different 
in links which are near to the toll road.
DATA COLLECTION
Raw data pertaining to travel time was collected from the Regional Integrated Transportation 
Information System (RITIS), with support from NCDOT, at one-minute intervals. The raw 
database contains data labeled by time-of-the-day, day-of-the-week, average speed, 
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travel time, and reference speed. The reference speed is considered as an uncongested 
“free flow” speed determined for each TMC or road link. This data is acquired from various 
sources, including traffic sensors (induction loop radar sensor, toll tag reader, etc.), probe 
vehicles, and the smart dust network. The probe network contains hundreds of thousands 
of vehicles enabled with Global Positioning System technology (GPS) and advanced 
transmitting capabilities.32
The data corresponding to each link is coded with a 9-digit identification code, referred to 
as the TMC code. In this report, a 3-digit ID was generated for each individual TMC or link 
for easy understanding. The first character stands for the type of road: T is toll road; P is 
a parallel alternate road; and C is cross-street. The second character is a numeric starting 
from 1. The third character denotes the direction of traffic movement: N is northbound; S 
is southbound; E is eastbound; and W is westbound. For instance, ‘P1N’ indicates the first 
link on the parallel alternate road in the northbound direction.
The travel time data was collected for four different time periods: before construction; 
during Phase 1 operation; during Phase 2 operation; and after opening the toll road for 
complete service (Phase 3).
Some links in the area are less than 0.05 miles in length (264 ft.); these were excluded 
from the present research and analysis. The travel time for these links will be of small 
range, typically less than ten seconds, and the variability of travel time cannot therefore be 
reliably captured from such a small segment. In addition, the travel time data corresponding 
to some of the links are not available in the database; those links were also excluded from 
the analysis. 
SELECTION OF PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Based on past research, four measures were considered in this study. They are briefly 
described as follows.
1. Average Travel Time (ATT)
2. Planning Time (PT): Planning time is the 95th percentile travel time. It gives a clear 
indication of how bad delay might be, on specific routes during the heaviest traffic 
days. 
3. Buffer Time (BT): Buffer time is the difference between the 95th percentile travel time 
and the ATT. It represents the extra time that most travelers add to their ATT for the 
on-time completion of their trip. BT is computed using equation 1:
 BT = PT – ATT         (1) 
4. Buffer Time Index (BTI): This is the ratio of Buffer Time to the Average Travel Time. 
BTI is computed using equation 2:33
 BTI = BT / ATT         (2) 
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DATA PROCESSING
The segregation of data was carried out in two levels: Geographic Information Systems 
(GIS) based link identification and travel time data processing using Microsoft SQL.
GIS-Based Link Identification
ArcGIS software was used to identify links within the toll road vicinity. Geo-referencing of 
the links was done using four well-defined points collected from the RITIS: start latitude; 
start longitude; end latitude; and end longitude. The road network data was obtained in a 
geospatial format (shapefile) from NCDOT. A buffer zone of 2-miles was generated along 
the Triangle Expressway. The links within the 2-mile buffer zone were then identified on 
the cross-streets. A processed ArcGIS snapshot is shown in Figure 2. 
Four near vicinity corridors were considered in this research. In Figure 2, the black dotted 
line indicates the parallel alternate road (NC 55), while the black solid lines represent the 
major cross-streets (US 64, NC 54, and US 1).
Travel Time Data Processing
Data corresponding to weekday and weekend traffic (7:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m., 12:00 p.m. 
to 1:00 p.m., 5:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m., and 8:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.) were separated using 
Microsoft SQL and RStudio package. The effect of recurrent congestion can be effectively 
quantified from the travel time reliability assessment of the aforementioned peak-hours. 
The peak-hour delay associated with the travel corridor can creates uncertainty among 
the drivers, since they may not have a clear idea about the required time to reach the 
destination. It is therefore very important to capture the variability in travel times using 
travel time reliability measures; in this case, ATT, PT, BT, and BTI were used for the 
assessment process. 
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Figure 2. Links Selected for the Present Research
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IV. METHODOLOGY
This chapter presents the methodological framework adopted in this research. Figure 3 
represents the systematic procedure followed in this research.
 
Figure 3. Methodology 
TRAVEL TIME AND TRAVEL TIME RELIABILITY MEASURES
The analysis of the data was carried out separately for the toll road, parallel alternate 
road, and near-vicinity corridors. In the first part, initial analysis was carried out for 
different phases of construction and after opening the toll road for providing service. In 
the second part, travel time and travel time reliability measures were computed for 2013, 
2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017 for links along the toll road, parallel alternate route, and the 
near vicinity cross-streets. 
Part 1: Travel time-based performance evaluation for different phases of toll 
road construction and operation
Travel time and travel time reliability measures for the parallel alternate road and for the 
cross-streets were computed for different scenarios: before construction; during Phase 1 
operation; during Phase 2 operation; and after opening the toll road for complete service 
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(Phase 3). This part of the analysis was helpful in assessing the effectiveness of the toll 
road in improving operational performance within its vicinity, over time through the three 
construction phases and after the completion of the whole project. In the initial stage, 
computation of the travel time reliability was planned for the years 2010, 2011, 2012, and 
2013 for links within the vicinity of the toll road (prior to construction and after opening 
the toll road for providing service); however, unavailability of travel time data for the year 
2010 was one difficulty that has arisen in the travel time reliability assessment. It is for this 
reason that the construction period was divided into longer for the purposes of analysis. 
Based on the available travel time data, analysis periods are finalized as follows:
• Before construction: September 2011 – December 2011
• Phase 1 operation: February 2012 – May 2012
• Phase 2 operation: September 2012 – May 2012
• After opening the toll road for complete service (Phase 3): February 2013 – May 
2013
The travel time and travel time reliability measures for different operational phases of the 
Triangle Expressway were compared to the same measures for the before-construction 
phase. Finally, a comparison of the  annual average daily traffic (AADT) along the parallel 
alternate road and cross-streets before the construction of the toll road and after opening 
the toll road for the complete service was also performed.
Part 2: Travel time-based performance evaluation for different years of toll 
road operation
The travel times and travel time reliabilities of the toll road, parallel road, and cross-streets 
were studied over different years of toll road operation. This part of the study was mainly 
aimed at quantifying the change in the effectiveness of the toll road over time. It was 
expected to be highly likely that traffic conditions within the vicinity of the toll road would 
have changed over the years, firstly due to the general growth in traffic conditions over 
time, and secondly due to the toll road, which could both negatively influence traffic volume 
on nearby links due to assimilation of drivers, and positively influence traffic volume on 
nearby links due to induced demand.
LINK-LEVEL ASSESSMENT
The link-level analysis gives a clear picture of the travel time variations on a road. The 
variation in travel times for each link under varying road characteristics and traffic conditions 
during different periods of the day can capture the travel time variability more efficiently 
than could be achieved by only looking at the aggregate-level.
CORRIDOR-LEVEL ASSESSMENT
To quantify overall improvement in travel time reliability measures, a corridor-level 
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assessment, conducted separately for the parallel alternate road and for the cross-streets, 
was performed. In the corridor-level assessment, cumulative distribution functions for 
travel times were generated at an aggregate level. Data normalization was carried out 
by dividing the travel times with the length of each link. This was done primarily because 
travel times depend on link length and posted speed limit in addition to traffic, control, and 
environmental conditions. 
TESTING THE STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF IMPROVEMENT
The statistical significance of the change in travel time performance measures was evaluated 
using the one-tailed paired t-test. The analysis was performed at a 95% confidence level. 
For Part 1 (the construction period), the null hypothesis was that the difference between 
the actual means of the travel time performance measures before construction, and each 
phase of toll road operation, is zero; since the t-test is one-tailed, the alternative hypothesis 
assumes that the difference between these actual mean performance measures is 
negative. For Part 2 (the fully operational period), the null hypothesis assumes that the 
difference between the actual means of the travel time performance measures between a 
pair of consecutive years is zero. The alternative hypothesis assumes that the difference 
between the actual means of the selected performance measures is negative.
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V. TRAVEL TIME-BASED PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FOR
DIFFERENT PHASES OF TOLL ROAD CONSTRUCTION AND
OPERATION
This chapter presents the results obtained from the travel time and travel time reliability 
assessment of the links adjacent to the toll roads (both the parallel alternate road and 
the cross-streets) for different phases of toll road construction and operation: before 
construction; during Phase 1 operation, during Phase 2 operation, and after opening the 
toll road for complete service (Phase 3). A comparison of the  annual average daily traffic 
(AADT) along the parallel alternate road and cross-streets before the construction of toll 
road and after opening the toll road for the complete service was also performed.
LINK-LEVEL ANALYSIS
Travel time reliability measures for the parallel alternate road and cross-streets were 
computed for different scenarios before construction: during Phase 1 operation; during 
Phase 2 operation; and after opening the toll road for complete service (Phase 3). As a 
preliminary approach, the analysis was performed at the link level, with links varying in 
length, but all greater than 0.05 miles long. For each selected link with available travel time 
data, the ratio was computed between the travel time reliability measures for the chosen 
phase to the same measure for the before-construction phase. A ratio greater than one 
indicates a worsening of the travel time reliability measure over the period, while a ratio 
less than one indicates an improvement in the travel time reliability measure during the 
same period.
Table 3 summarizes the results from the analysis performed for the parallel alternate road, 
for morning peak hour on a typical weekday. The highlighted grey-shaded cells indicate 
worsening of the travel time reliability measure compared to the before construction. For 
example, while considering link ‘P3S’, the value corresponding to the percentage change 
in Phase 1 is reported as 1.01, which implies there is a 1% increase in ATT during Phase 
1 compared to the before construction phase. The extent of change in travel time reliability 
measure is represented by the length of the red colored data bar shown in each cell. 
Overall, it can be seen that the majority of the links showed a trend of improvement in 
travel time reliability after each phase of toll road operation; this trend is more consistent 
for Phase 2 and Phase 3 operation of the Triangle Expressway compared to the before 
construction phase. 
Table 4 summarizes the results for the same kind of analysis, carried out for the evening 
peak hour on a typical weekday. 
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From Table 4, it can be seen that the travel time reliability measures for Phase 1 and Phase 
2 showed a trend of worsening for the selected links in the parallel alternate road. For Phase 
3 (after opening the toll road for complete service), in contrast, the travel time reliability 
measures improved. The performance in terms of BT and BTI worsened during Phase 1 for 
the majority of the links. The highways with higher BT and BTI depict the lack of reliability 
from the operator perspective.34 In Phase 3, improvements in BT and BTI measures were 
observed for the majority of the selected links. As BT and BTI indicate the extra time for a trip 
required to account for unexpected delays, the trend in their reduction can be considered as 
a positive effect of the Triangle Expressway on the region’s traffic.
Table 5 shows the travel time reliability measures for cross-streets (US 64, NC 54, and US 1) 
during the morning peak hour on a typical weekday. ATT and PT improved during all phases; 
however, BT and BTI showed a mixed results.
Table 6 shows the travel time reliability measures for cross-streets during the evening peak 
period on a typical weekday. Similarly, to the weekday morning peak period, ATT and PT 
showed a clear improvement in all the operational phases. BT and BTI worsened for many 
links for Phase 1 and Phase 2. For Phase 3, after opening the toll road for complete operation, 
in terms of the percentage of miles along the cross-streets with an improvement in travel 
time reliability, 80–85% of the total cross-street miles showed improvements in BT and BTI.
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CORRIDOR-LEVEL ANALYSIS
The outcomes from the link-level analysis indicate a clear trend of improvement in travel 
time reliability on the majority of the selected links, which are all within a 2-mile distance 
from the toll road. Furthermore, to quantify the variability in travel time, a corridor-level 
assessment, conducted separately for the parallel alternate route and for cross-streets, 
was performed. As it is a corridor-level assessment, to quantify the overall benefit of the 
toll in decreasing the travel time, all the operation phases are considered in the analysis 
process. A cumulative distribution function for travel times was generated for each operating 
phase of toll road construction and operation. Cumulative distribution of travel times in a 
corridor is useful for analyzing the variations in travel times. It helps visualize the travel 
time trends for multiple time periods in a single graph. Most importantly, it provides the 
magnitude of travel times along with the distribution of travel times in a specific time period. 
It is a good method for comparing before and after median travel times, and changes in 
interquartile range, in order to assess the travel time reliability. The variability in travel 
times can be clearly visualized and interpreted from the travel time cumulative distribution 
function. Data normalization was carried out by dividing the travel time with the length of 
each link. Figure 4 summarizes the cumulative distribution of per-mile travel times for the 
parallel alternate route during different phases of toll road operation. 
Figure 4. Cumulative Distribution of Travel Times on the Parallel Route
From Figure 4, it can be seen that there exists a similar pattern of cumulative travel time 
distribution for parallel alternate route during different phases of toll road operation for 
different peak hours in weekend. In the case of weekdays, a shift in the cumulative travel 
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time distribution (beyond 75th percentile) can be seen in the morning peak hour, specifically, 
while considering the before construction phase and the Phase 3 operation. In general, 
the mean travel times is ranged from 1.5–2.5 minutes/mile for all the selected scenarios 
for all the peak periods in a typical weekday and weekend. It can also be seen that the 
variations in travel times is found to be low in different operating scenarios.
Figure 5 shows the results of a similar analysis, performed for the near-vicinity cross-
streets. 
Figure 5. Cumulative Distribution of Travel Times on the Cross-Streets
The cumulative distribution of travel times on the cross-streets show a similar distribution 
of travel time for all the operating scenarios. There are two modes in the cumulative 
distribution of travel times for selected hours of the analysis for all the phases of toll road 
construction. This can be attributed to  the differences in travel time samples in the dataset. 
The inflection points for each case is almost the same in the x-axis, indicating a similar 
pattern throughout the analysis period. The locations where the modes appear is related 
to the y-axis, showing the difference in travel time samples in the dataset. The travel 
times ranged from 1–1.5 minutes/mile for the first mode and 1.5–2.25 minutes/mile for the 
second mode for all the operating scenarios and selected periods. To test for statistical 
significance of the observed improvements in travel time reliability measures, one-tailed 
paired t-test was performed, at a 95% confidence level. The null hypothesis is ‘H0: The 
travel time reliability measure did not differ significantly after the implementation of the 
Triangle Expressway toll’. The alternative hypothesis is ‘H1: The travel time reliability 
measure reduced (improved) after the implementation of the Triangle Expressway toll’. 
The test results for the parallel route and cross-streets are summarized in Table 7. 
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Table 7. Paired T-Test Results for Different Phases of Toll Road Operation
Parallel Street- p value
Time period
ATT PT BT BTI
1–2 1–3 1–4 1–2 1–3 1–4 1–2 1–3 1–4 1–2 1–3 1–4
7:00 a.m. – 8.00 
a.m. WEEKDAY 0.19 <0.01 0.03 0.34 0.02 <0.01 0.40 0.03 0.03 0.49 0.05 0.07
12:00 p.m. 
– 1.00 p.m. 
WEEKDAY
0.19 0.28 <0.01 0.03 0.08 0.08 0.02 0.05 0.37 0.03 0.06 0.39
5:00 p.m. – 6.00 
p.m. WEEKDAY 0.46 0.48 0.03 0.06 0.25 0.14 0.05 0.22 0.18 0.06 0.22 0.13
8:00 p.m. – 9.00 
p.m. WEEKDAY 0.06 0.34 0.05 0.37 0.30 0.30 0.21 0.17 0.47 0.26 0.26 0.49
7:00 a.m. – 8.00 
a.m. WEEKEND 0.45 0.45 <0.01 0.48 0.47 0.03 0.44 0.39 0.13 0.50 0.45 0.08
12:00 p.m. 
– 1.00 p.m. 
WEEKEND
0.26 0.41 0.08 0.25 0.36 0.11 0.15 0.27 0.15 0.13 0.20 0.18
5:00 p.m. – 6.00 
p.m. WEEKEND 0.10 <0.01 0.02 0.08 <0.01 <0.01 0.12 <0.01 <0.01 0.17 <0.01 <0.01
8:00 p.m. – 9.00 
p.m. WEEKEND 0.06 0.06 <0.01 0.03 0.10 0.02 0.03 0.09 0.02 0.03 0.06 0.03
Cross-Street- p value
7:00 a.m. – 8.00 
a.m. WEEKDAY <0.01 0.07 <0.01 0.16 0.45 <0.01 0.47 0.23 0.06 0.42 0.32 0.02
12:00 p.m. 
– 1.00 p.m. 
WEEKDAY
<0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.21 0.02 0.06 0.06 0.01 0.06 0.21 0.04
5:00 p.m. – 6.00 
p.m. WEEKDAY 0.03 0.07 0.02 0.12 0.18 <0.01 0.24 0.12 0.01 0.30 0.12 <0.01
8:00 p.m. – 9.00 
p.m. WEEKDAY <0.01 0.16 <0.01 0.08 0.33 <0.01 0.16 0.40 0.03 0.23 0.20 <0.01
7:00 a.m. – 8.00 
a.m. WEEKEND <0.01 0.11 0.39 0.03 0.30 0.40 0.18 0.13 0.33 0.34 0.11 0.38
12:00 p.m. 
– 1.00 p.m. 
WEEKEND
0.03 <0.01 0.07 0.09 0.30 0.12 0.17 0.5 0.21 0.11 0.23 0.36
5:00 p.m. – 6.00 
p.m. WEEKEND 0.32 0.19 0.06 0.27 0.10 0.09 0.15 0.03 0.14 0.04 0.03 0.19
8:00 p.m. – 9.00 
p.m. WEEKEND 0.35 0.23 0.18 0.02 0.34 0.32 0.02 0.02 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 <0.01
Note 1: Highlighted: Worsening at the 95% confidence level 
Note 2: 1–2: Before construction-Phase 1 operation; 1–3: Before construction-Phase 2 operation; 1–3: Before 
construction-Phase 3 operation
On a typical weekday morning peak hour, there exists a statistically significant improvement 
in travel time reliability measures at the 95% confidence level in the parallel route for many 
of the selected time periods and operating phases. While looking into the afternoon peak, 
there is a statistically significant worsening of travel time reliability at the 95% confidence 
level for some of the operating scenarios. Similarly, a statistically significant worsening in 
travel time reliability at  the 95% confidence level was found during the weekend evening 
peak period during the second phase of the Triangle Expressway operation. It was found 
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that there is a statistically significant improvement in BT and BTI at the 95% confidence level 
for the weekend nighttime traffic. Many operating scenarios did not show any statistically 
significant increase or deterioration in travel time reliability, at the 95% confidence level.
In the case of cross-streets, travel time reliability measures were significantly improved 
after opening the toll road for complete service (Phase 3 operation). ATT and PT improved 
significantly at the 95% confidence level, and the improvement in BT and BTI for Phase 3 
is significant at the 95% confidence level for many operating scenarios. Overall, there is a 
clear indication of improvement in travel time reliability for cross-streets on typical weekdays. 
As mentioned previously, the geospatial and temporal variations in the effects of large-
scale transportation projects like toll roads can be quantified using travel time reliability 
measures. The present study considered a 2-mile buffer zone in order to identify potential 
links that may get influenced by the toll operation. The results from the one-tail t-test 
indicate that, on a typical weekday, during all the selected time periods, there exist a 
positive effect of the toll road in improving travel time reliability on near vicinity corridors.
To substantiate the trend of improvement in reliability measures, a before-after (before 
construction of the toll road-after opening the toll road for complete service) comparison 
of AADT along the study corridor was performed. The AADT data was obtained from the 
NCDOT traffic volume maps. The NCDOT interactive mapping tool gives the AADT for a 
specific year at a specific point. Figure 6 shows the AADT at the selected counting stations 
within the vicinity of toll road.
For the parallel route, there is a clear trend of reduction in traffic volume at all the nine 
AADT counting stations after opening the Triangle Expressway for complete service. For 
the cross-streets, there is no such consistent trend.
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Figure 6. AADT Within the Vicinity of Toll Road
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ANALYSIS SUMMARY
This chapter examined the effectiveness of a toll road in reducing congestion and 
improving travel time reliability of other roads within its vicinity. The effect of the toll road 
was analyzed for four different scenarios: before construction; during Phase 1 operation; 
during Phase 2 operation; and after opening the toll road for complete service (Phase 
3). The travel time measure ATT, and the travel time reliability measures PT, BT, and 
BTI, were computed for each link, categorized by day-of-the-week and by time-of-the-day. 
Data corresponding to typical peak hours of weekday traffic and weekend traffic were 
identified for the analysis. One of the main findings of this study is that different measures 
of reliability behave differently for the same link for the same analysis period. As BT and 
BTI can depict the actual effect of the toll facility on each selected link within the vicinity 
of toll road, these are good travel time reliability measures to assess the effect of large-
scale transportation projects, such as toll roads. The before-after comparison of traffic 
volume showed a notable reduction in traffic volume along the parallel route. This result 
is in accordance with the Triangle Expressway project’s purpose, which was to mitigate 
congestion on the parallel route (NC 55).
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VI. TRAVEL TIME-BASED PERFORMANCE EVALUATION FOR 
DIFFERENT YEARS OF TOLLWAY OPERATION
This chapter examines the evolution over time of the effectiveness of toll roads in reducing 
congestion and improving travel time reliability on the streets within its vicinity. The average 
travel time (ATT), the 95th percentile travel time (or planning time, PT), the buffer time 
(BT), and the buffer time index (BTI) were computed for the Triangle Expressway, for the 
parallel alternate route (NC 55), and for cross-streets, categorized by day-of-the-week and 
by time-of-the-day. Cumulative distribution functions of travel times were generated for the 
corridor-level assessment. 
LINK-LEVEL ANALYSIS
The entire stretch of the Triangle Expressway, comprised of 34 links, was considered 
in the analysis. As the Triangle Expressway became fully functional in January 2013, 
the travel time-based assessment was started from the year 2013. The travel measures 
ATT, PT, BT, and BTI were also computed for the years 2014, 2015, 2016, and 2017. 
Counterintuitively, the majority of the links on the toll road showed a trend of improvement 
in travel time reliability measures over the year of its operation, despite the NCDOT traffic 
volume interactive map reporting an increase in traffic volume over the years along the 
entire stretch of the Triangle Expressway. The analysis performed for the toll road for a 
typical weekday morning peak hour is summarized in Table 8. For each selected link, 
the ratios between the travel time performance measures for the year, and the same 
measures for the previous year, were computed. Similarly, to the previous chapter, grey-
shaded cells indicate worsening in performance and the degree of change in performance 
measure was illustrated using red colored data bars. All the selected links are included in 
Table 8; however, travel time data for some of the links was not available for the year 2013 
and 2015. 
The travel time performance measure improved on the majority of the links on the toll 
road from 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m. on a weekday, a typical peak hour for work trips. While 
considering the ratios of travel time reliability measures along the Triangle Expressway 
over the year, improvement, as mentioned earlier, is more consistent. Notably, while 
considering ATT and PT, there is evidence of improvement in the year 2014. For example, 
for link ID T5S, ratio of ATT 2014 to ATT 2013 is 0.87; a decrease of 13%. Moreover, 
that trend towards improvement is consistently found on all the other selected links. The 
decrease in travel time during 2014 can also be observed from the line plot generated using 
the entire travel time data (Figure 7). This decrease in travel time could be attributed to the 
increase in speed limit from 60 miles/hour to 70 miles/hour along the Triangle Expressway. 
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Figure 7. Distribution of Travel Times Along Toll Road
Table 9 summarizes the travel time reliability assessment for the toll road for a typical 
weekday evening peak hour. Similarly, to the weekday morning peak assessment, travel time 
reliability measures were improved for 2014 and 2015. However, the reliability worsened in 
most of the links during 2016 and 2017. 
According to the reports from the North Carolina Turnpike Authority (NCTA), the Triangle 
Expressway construction was originally intended to relieve congestion on NC 55 (parallel 
road) while improving access to the Research Triangle Park by reducing travel times for 
motorists residing to the south and east of the region. Therefore, evaluation of travel time 
variations on the parallel route, over time, is necessary in order to comment on the outcome 
of this large-scale transportation project. Table 10 summarizes the analysis of link level travel 
time reliability for a typical weekday peak hour (7:00 a.m. to 8:00 a.m., Wednesday).
The majority of the links showed worsening of ATT, PT, BT, and BTI, over every year of the 
toll road’s operation. As the Triangle Expressway was constructed to relieve congestion on 
NC 55, this trend of worsening travel time reliability measures on NC 55 over the years does 
not seem like a positive influence of the toll road unless there is a significant growth in traffic 
volume. Traffic volume maps of NCDOT showed an increase of 1000 in AADT along the 
parallel route (NC 55) from 2013 to 2014 and 2014 to 2015. The parcel data for NC 55 and 
near-vicinity corridors showed it to be a residential zone with many major trip attractions. 
Moreover, the land use changes over the years indicated growth in residential land use near 
to the parallel alternate route and the near vicinity corridors. Therefore, it can be considered 
a plausible explanation for this change in travel time reliability over time. Traffic volumes of 
the entry and exit ramps connecting Triangle Expressway also showed a major increase 
over the analysis period.
Table 11 shows the assessment results for the evening peak. Similarly, to the morning peak, 
the majority of the links showed a clear trend of worsening of travel time reliability over time. 
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A similar analysis was performed for the major cross-streets, US 64, NC 54 and US 1, for 
the selected years and summarized in Table 12 and Table 13. The travel time reliability 
measures for cross-streets links worsened in the year 2014; however, no specific trend 
was observed during 2015, 2016, and 2017. Also, comparison of AADT in the 2-mile 
vicinity showed an increase in traffic volume in 2014 and steady trend in the case of 
2015, 2016, and 2017. 
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CORRIDOR-LEVEL ASSESSMENT
The outcomes from the link-level analysis indicate a clear trend of improvement on 
the majority of the selected links along the toll road for the years 2013 and 2014, and 
of worsening for the years 2016 and 2017. Similarly, a trend of worsening travel time 
reliability for the parallel street was also observed in the link- level assessment. To quantify 
overall improvement in travel time performance measure, a corridor-level assessment, 
separately for the toll road, parallel alternate route, and cross-streets, was performed. 
Data normalization was carried out by dividing the travel time with the length of each link. 
The cumulative distribution functions of per-mile travel times for the Triangle Expressway 
is summarized in Figure 8.
Figure 8. Cumulative Distribution of Travel Times on the Toll Road (Over Time)
From Figure 8, it can be seen that there exists a disparity in the cumulative distribution of 
2013 travel times compared to other years. The sudden change in speed limit could be 
the main reason behind this shift in travel time distribution from the year 2013. Over the 
year, stabilization of travel time distributions was observed. The variations in travel time is 
found to be very low from the distribution. The travel time pattern remains the same, even 
after the increase in traffic volume in the Triangle Expressway. As a general notion, the 
increase in traffic volume will increase the travel time in a corridor. However, such a result 
is not observed in the case of Triangle Expressway.
The cumulative distribution functions for travel times on the parallel route and on cross-
streets provide useful indications of the overall increase in travel time and travel time 
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reliability measures over time. On the parallel route, Figure 9, the travel time increased, 
i.e. worsened, over the years. This trend is clearest during peak hours, 7:00 a.m. to 8:00
a.m. and 5:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m., on typical weekdays, with a shift being observed every
year. The Research Triangle is one of the dominant locations for employment in the study
region. Therefore, parallel alternate route (NC 55) can also be considered as a competing
route to the Triangle Expressway, as it also provides access to the Research Triangle
Park. As the NC 55 corridor is a major residential zone, the peak hour demand for driving
could be one major factor behind such an increase in travel times.
Figure 9. Cumulative Distribution of Travel Times for the Parallel Route (Over Time)
A similar analysis was performed for the cross-streets (US 64, NC 54, and US 1). Figure 
10 summarizes the results. It is observed that travel time distributions follow a similar trend 
of increase on cross-streets, after each year of operation of the Triangle Expressway, with 
the trend stabilizing by 2016 and 2017. In general, the mean travel time is stable at 1.5–2.5 
minutes/mile in all the selected peak hours in different years of toll road operation. It can 
also be seen that there is no change in distribution till the second quartile (75 percentile), 
beyond 75%, there exists a clear shift in distribution compared to the year 2013. 
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Figure 10. Cumulative Distribution of Travel Times for Cross-Streets (Over Time)
To check the statistical significance of these changes in travel time and travel time reliability 
performance measures (ATT, PT, BT, and BTI), a one-tail paired t-test was performed at 
a 95% confidence level. The null hypothesis is ‘H0: Travel time reliability measure did 
not significantly differ from one year to the next’. The alternative hypothesis is ‘H1: The 
travel time reliability measure decreased (i.e., improved) from one year to the next. Table 
14 shows the significance test results for the toll road, parallel road; and cross-streets. 
In the case of toll road, there exists a statistically significant improvement in ATT and PT 
at the 95% confidence level during 2014. However, BT and BTI indicate a decrease in 
performance during the initial years after opening the toll road for service.
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Travel Time-Based Performance Evaluation for Different Years
The paired t-test results for the parallel street also showed a trend of increase in travel 
time reliability measures, with statistical significance at the 95% confidence level in 2013 
and 2014. The trend follows the same pattern for the parallel road till the year 2017.
ANALYSIS SUMMARY
This chapter examined the effectiveness of toll roads in reducing congestion and improving 
travel time reliability on the streets within its vicinity, over the years of its operation. The 
spatial and temporal variations were analyzed in the travel time cumulative distribution 
functions for the toll road, the parallel alternate route, and the near-vicinity cross-streets 
(within a 2-mile buffer zone around the toll road). The results indicated that even though 
there was an improvement in travel time immediately after the speed limit change in 2014, 
the travel time reliability worsened along the Triangle Expressway. Over time, the reliability 
measures BT and BTI showed gradual improvement. The parallel route reliability worsened 
significantly during the analysis period, while the travel time reliability of cross-streets 
showed a consistent trend. The stabilization of travel time distributions and the reliability 
measures in 2017 are good indicators, suggesting that further reduction in performance 
measures may not be expected on the near vicinity corridors.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS
This research presents an assessment of travel time reliability of a toll road and its 
effectiveness in reducing traffic congestion and improving travel time reliability on other 
roads within its vicinity. The travel time and travel time reliability of the toll road and other 
nearby links was analyzed for different phases of toll road construction and for different 
years of its operation. The Average Travel Time (ATT), the 95th percentile travel time 
(PT), the Buffer Time (BT), and the Buffer Time Index (BTI) were computed for each link, 
categorized by day-of-the-week and by time-of-the-day. Data corresponding to typical 
peak hours of weekday traffic and weekend traffic was identified for the analysis.
The findings indicate that the Triangle Expressway showed a positive trend in reliability 
over the years of its operation, although a sudden decrease in reliability was observed in 
2014, due to the change in speed limit along the toll road. A significant increase in AADT 
was also reported along the toll road during the same period of analysis. However, 
the increase in traffic volume does not worsen the travel time and travel time reliability 
on the Triangle Expressway. The distinguishing capability of expressways in managing 
higher traffic volume is evident from the analysis.
The Triangle Expressway project’s purpose was to mitigate congestion on the parallel route 
(NC 55). It is one of the major roads that provide access to the rapidly growing Triangle 
Research Park area. The increase in traffic volume along the Triangle Expressway can 
be considered as a positive result, as the majority of new traffic is attracted to the more 
reliable toll road, keeping the alternative free route from becoming as congested as it 
might otherwise. The stabilization of travel time distributions and the reliability measures 
in 2017 are good indicators, suggesting that further reduction in performance measures 
may not be seen on the near vicinity corridors.
The effects of large-scale transportation projects vary spatially and temporally. The cross-
streets analyzed in this research substantiated the geospatial and temporal variation of 
travel times and travel time reliability during different phases of operation. The findings 
from analysis of travel time distributions and the statistical tests revealed no change 
in travel time reliability measures on cross-street considered links during the analysis 
years, however, other than the major change in 2014 compared to 2013.
The travel time distribution and the reliability analysis corresponding to the toll road, 
parallel alternate route, and the cross-streets for the weekday and weekend (majority of 
the selected time intervals) all depicted similar patterns over the years. Consideration 
of individual characteristics, household characteristics, type of vehicle used, and trip 
purpose may provide vital insights into the weekday-weekend travel time comparison. 
Conducting in-depth analysis of land use, socio-economic factors, and traffic volume 
along the project corridor and the near-vicinity corridor would further improve the study 
applicability. Finally, pricing-elated aspects of the Triangle Expressway were not included 
in this research but could provide valuable insight.
A systematic framework for the assessment of large-scale transportation projects such 
as toll roads, conducted over years, of its operation, is exemplified in this research. 
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Conclusions
Considering the change in land use patterns and traffic volumes after the implementation 
of the toll road may provide a better picture pertaining to long-term transportation project 
outcomes and its spatial impact. 
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS 
AADT Annual Average Daily Traffic
ATT Average Travel Time
BT Buffer Time
BTI Buffer Time Index
DOW Day-Of-the-Week
PT Planning Time
PTI Planning Time Index
RITIS Regional Integrated Transportation Information System
RTDM Regional Travel Demand Model
TMC Traffic Messaging Channel
VHT Vehicle Hours Traveled
VMT Vehicle Miles Traveled
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